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Nowadays, Education in a graduate school is not just a privilege and requires for grabbing a promotion, but now it’s a requirement in the running system of education where if you were behind of this luxurious paper you’ll be left and grow old in your old room. A lot of new born teachers were highly competent in terms of their Educational attainment at the early age, they finish graduate and post graduate studies and got promoted instantly. Head teachers and Master Teachers as early as 27 yrs. old, they earned what they sacrifice in a short period of time, but some of them were unlucky struck by the lightning of Zeus who become a little bit impudence. Disrespecting some of our season mothers just because of lack of knowledge in this growing technology, bypassing the words of the elders because of the modern ways they’d acquired at the graduate school and most of all failure of having a good attitude.

Attitude is everything, if you’re a man with 5 diplomas throws a trash in public and it’s been picked up by a boy is currently in 1st grade what you think is your similarities and differences? The similarities are they have both knowledge of what trash can made to our home when the time comes and the big difference is the knowledge of preventing it, knowing a man with a lot of diplomas did the wrong thing.

Knowledge is the best weapon you can keep and hide, it can’t be stolen or destroy so the fact that you put effort in gaining knowledge is a good investment, especially for our profession, but always never put your reach above anyone else knowing that they will be hurt and disrespected.
“Attitude is more important than Facts. It is more essential than the past, education, money, circumstances, than failures and success and especially it is more important to what other people think, say, or do. “

Seasoned teachers are quite in the midst of crisis where they are having a hard time acquiring the new trend of technology, but despite of this weakness their wisdom about teaching and classroom management are immeasurable where they had the upper hand against the new born teachers.

Yes, it’s great to have a lot of papers for the fast promotion, but always put your feet on the ground where you start aiming high. Everybody starts from a scratch, so don’t put your name above them but instead put them, up to be with you in success. Attitude has more impact than those luxurious paper. It’s great to be known for your good attitude and leave teaching with a great milestone.

“Life is ten percent what happens to me and ninety percent how I react to it”
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